Is Your Mind Working Against You?
Tired of being Reactive, feeling lonely, unloved & misunderstood? Sick of saying YES instead of NO?

Learn the simple, repeatable system that will give you inner joy,
peace of mind, sense of belonging, confidence in relationships to earn the trust & respect of
team & ability to say “NO” to others without feeling guilty!
Attn.: Spiritually Advanced Leaders In Financial Sector @ Top Leadership Positions
Smita Kapoor is a gifted transformational speaker and coach to spiritually advanced souls @ Top
leadership positions, founder of “ Smita Skapoor International Pvt.Ltd.” and the creator of a program ‘Make Your
Mind Your Best Friend’. She’s the go To girl when you want to come out of your loneliness, anger issues and have
love, joy and passion instead, which is missing from your life right now!
Using speaking as her primary marketing platform, this lovepreneur, has survived paralytic attack twice,
loss of her loved ones at early age, Divorce ,financial pain, Last stage Cancer, Near Death Experience and still
rocking with childlike love N laughter. It’s difficult to believe that she has seen any hardships in her life.
She helps her clients put an end to their emotional pain of loneliness ,reactivity & anger issues, painful past &fear of
rejection by Activating their Self Love to revive lots of love, joy and mental peace in their life and relationships. She
had served as GM in a relocation Company where she had taken the Company from 1.5 crore to 6 crore in 6 months
& employees performance went up by 67% by training the employees alone and without any change in
infrastructure!

With Your Spiritual Awareness You’re Looking At Leadership Coaching To Solve Your Problems!

Really???
This powerful, 120-minute program will give you clarity about:
➡Mind-Chatter Is a Symptom , Not A Root Cause. Get clarity about where it is coming from?
➡ #1 Mistake you’re making which is making you Hyper-Reactive and increasing your Mind-Chatter,
subsequently affecting your precious relationships.

➡ How your Mind-Chatter combined with your Higher Vibration is creating The “NonPerformance of your Team” and their dependency on you!
➡ What is stopping you from creating High-Potential Leaders, whom you can delegate the Work
confidently without worrying about the missed Project deadlines!
"One word to define Smita, She is "outstanding”. First of all, I would like to thanks Smita for
giving me training on personality development. I really feel blessed for being taught by her.
During the tenure of my training, I started noticing change in myself. My thought process and
my approach to see the things differently and my mindset were the key things that has really
improved. The best part of her training is , every statement she makes deserves billion bucks
and is worth to change one's life and can make them successful. Now, it is one's ability to
collect/gain whatever they can from the unlimited knowledge she posses. "
-Muneeb HR Manager, Hyderabad

"Before this course, I was not able to give my choices a strong “Yes”
But now I do. Ever since we started working together, I’ve felt more
positive, learn to say NO , making "TO DO " list , being calm even
when frustrated ! in short you just moulded my life into much positive
and inspiring manner! I have really benefited from our work
together as I’ve remain committed to what I say, understand other
person’s feelings, demand our rights ,making my own choices important
too and don’t let them influenced by other people, and most important,
Self valuation! Thankyou! :)
Shammi Verma, AVP Finance

For more information contact:

Smita@smitaskapoor.com

989-912-4569

